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The sheaf representation theory of Mulvey extends to Z2-graded-commutative Gelfand rings. 
On application to Kostant's theory of graded manifolds (X, mr), for which partitions of unity are 
known to exist, this gives a canonical way of constructing the sheaf d from the Gelfand algebra 
~¢(X). A direct definition of a product graded manifold is possible using coalgebraic completion 
of the tensor products a/(U) ® ~(V) .  By using this completion of the tensor product, graded Lie 
groups may be discussed without further use of coalgebras. Graded Lie groups are necessarily 
globally trivial and the structure maps are derived. 
1. Introduction 
This paper describes algebraic techniques for studying the structure sheaf of grad- 
ed manifolds and, more generally, Z2-graded locally ringed spaces. A subsequent 
paper will deal more extensively with coalgebraic techniques (for sheaf localisation 
and algebra completion) motivated by Kostant's original paper that introduced 
graded manifolds [9]. 
Graded manifolds were introduced to answer the need for graded differential ob- 
jects that play the role of Lie groups with respect o graded Lie algebras and play 
a potentially important part in rigorous treatments of supersymmetric field theories 
(see [4]). 
Sheaf theory is a natural framework for the introduction of graded-commutative 
function algebras on a smooth manifold X and we present ideas from sheaf repre- 
sentation theory and apply them to the particular case of graded manifolds. The 
theory of compact sheaf representations [13] and the representation theory of 
Gelfand rings [14] are two closely related areas studied by Mulvey. Our general 
results are no more than graded-commutative versions of previous ones but in ap- 
plication these lead to a new treatment of graded manifold theory. In many ways 
this is in exact analogy with the use of affine schemes in algebraic geometry, for 
example graded submanifolds and graded Lie groups can be regarded as affine sub- 
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schemes and affine group schemes relative to the Mulvey representation. 
Our main results describe the sheaf representation F(X, "a )~ 'a  for any graded 
manifold (Theorem 3.5) together with complete functorality (Proposition 3.8) which 
gives a full embedding of the category of graded manifolds in the category of 
Z2-1ocally ringed spaces. We describe the tangent sheaf and sheaf of differential 
operators of (X, "a) in Section 5 and tackle product graded manifolds in Section 6. 
This is the only section in which dual coalgebras are used principally to prove that 
all the "a(U), for U open in X, have a natural topology for which they are nuclear 
spaces. Our proof (Theorem 7.8) of the existence of quotient graded manifolds is 
relatively straightforward (in comparison with [9]) and we describe graded homo- 
geneous paces at the end of Section 7. In the final section we apply our 'coalgebraic 
completion' to analyse ,a-bundles (following a method described in [15]). 
Batchelor [1] has shown that every graded manifold can be regarded as the sheaf 
of sections of some ordinary exterior bundle (a result she has recently strengthened). 
We show (Theorem 7.2) that graded Lie groups correspond with trivial bundles and 
provide explicit vector bundle maps that are the structure maps. On the other hand 
Lemma 7.9 shows that graded quotient spaces need not be trivial vector bundles. 
2. Sheaf representations and graded-commutative Gelfand rings 
If R is a ring and ~r a sheaf of rings over some topological space: X, then we 
say that R is represented by # whenever there is a ring isomorphism of the form 
R-~F(X, ~).  Mulvey has considered sheaf representations i  which X is completely 
regular and #" is both a locally ringed space and a fine sheaf [12]. For such a sheaf 
the stalk map F(X ,~) -~:x  is surjective (for any xeX)  and #" can be constructed 
from a knowledge of the kernels of these maps, a set of ideals of F(X, ~;) indexed 
by the points of X. He has shown [14] that for Gelfand rings R we can construct 
a sheaf representation f the type described over the maximal spectrum of R, which 
is a compact Hausdorff space in that case. In this section we describe functorial 
aspects of this construction and the extension to graded-commutative Gelfand rings. 
A ring R is said to be (Z2)-graded-commutative if R=Ro@RI and whenever 
i,j~Z2, reR i, r'~Rj implies rr'=(-1)Or'r. No gradings other than by l 2 will be 
considered here. By considering Ore's condition we see that Z2-graded-commutative 
rings may be localised at multiplicative sets consisting solely of homogeneous 
elements. On the other hand we have 
Lemma 2.1 (due to P. Smith). Let R be a graded-commutative ring. 
(1) Every prime ideal contains RE O RI and is homogeneous; 
(2) Each one-sided ideal that contains a prime ideal is two-sided; 
(3) Every maximal right ideal is homogeneous and two-sided. 
Then 
Proof. (1)IxER I =,x2=0 and xR=Rx, thus (xR)2=0 is contained in any prime 
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ideal p. Hence xRCp and R~ Cp. In particular p is homogeneous and contains 
R?GR, .  
(2) Assume the right ideal I contains some prime ideal. Then R~ ~R)C I  and 
I o = IN R o defines a two-sided ideal in the commutative ring R 0. Suppose there is 
r~R,  s~I  for which rs~I. Then r s~R~OR 1 and rs=(ro+rl)(so+Sl)=roSo+t 
where t~R~QR l CI. It follows that roso~O and roS o is an element of IoCI. Then 
rs ~ I, a contradiction. 
(3) Any maximal right ideal m contains the primitive ideal Ann(R/m) so the result 
follows from (2) and (1). [] 
Corollary 2.2. The complement o f  any prime ideal in R lies in R o. [] 
The Jacobson radical, Rad R, is the intersection of all maximal right ideals of R 
and for graded-commutative R this is the intersection of all maximal ideals. 
For each reR  let D(r)= {me Max R: r~i m}. Then these form a basis for the 'hull- 
kernel' topology on Max R which is induced from the Zariski topology from 
Max R ~ Spec R. 
Definition 2.3. R is said to be a Gelfand ring if whenever n and m' are distinct 
maximal right ideals of R, there exist elements re  m, s~ rrt' such that rRs = O. 
Remark 2.4. If R is a graded-commutative Gelfand ring, then r and s are automati- 
cally in R 0 by Lemma 2.1. 
Proposition 2.5. Let R be a graded-commutative ring. Suppose that Rad R = N(R), 
the ideal o f  nilpotents in R. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) R is Gelfand; 
(2) Max R is Hausdorff (and compact); 
(3) Every prime ideal o f  R is contained in a unique maximal ideal o f  R; 
(4) Ro is Gelfand; 
(5) J~ is Gelfand where R=R/R2(~RI ;  
(6) Spec R is normal; 
(7) Max R is a retract o f  Spec R. 
Proof. [5] gives the case when R is commutative (R = R 0--/~). In general Lemma 
2.1 = every prime ideal of R o extends to a prime ideal of R. Then there are homeo- 
morphisms Spec R = Spec R0 = Spec R and Max R --- Max R0 = Max R. Since R is 
commutative, R=RO/R 2, (2), (4), (5), (6) and (7) all become equivalent. 
(4) ¢, every prime in Ro is contained in a unique maximal in R 0 # (3) by the above 
remark. We finally need (1) ~, (2); 
(1) = for m~:m' in MaxR 3r~D(m),  s~D(m')  such that rs=O. Now 0=D(0)= 
D(rs) =D(r)OD(s) which shows (2), the compactness being automatic. 
(2) = for m ~: m' in Max R ~/open sets (chosen basic) D(r), D(s) with D(r) N D(s) = 
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0. But from Lemma 2.1, D(r) = D(ro) = D((ro) n) where r = r o + rl, and the integer n 
is arbitrary. Then D(roSo)=O=roso¢RadR=N(R)=~tn such that (roSo)nR= 
rf~Rsf~ =0, so that R is Gelfand (for (ro)'¢ m and (So)'~ m'). [] 
Example 2.6. (a) All regular commutative Banach algebras are Gelfand. This in- 
cludes the case of commutative C*-algebras which exhibit a duality due to Gelfand 
(see [6]) later generalised by Mulvey as we will see below. 
(b) Commutative Gelfand rings occur as the rings of global sections F(X, ~)  for 
any locally ringed space ,-~ with compact Hausdorff base space X for which, when- 
ever x and y are distinct points of X, there exists a global section s ~ F(X, ~)  such 
that sx = 1 and Sy = 0 [2, 14]. 
(c) If X is any completely regular space, then the ring C(X) of continuous and 
bounded real-valued functions on X is a Gelfand ring. Indeed [16] shows that 
Max[C(X)] is a realisation of the Stone-t~ech compactification f i x  of X. 
(d) Example 2.6(c) extends to the ring C~(X) of smooth functions of a smooth 
paracompact manifold X for which the following holds: 
Proposition 2.7. Let X and Y be smooth (paracompact ) manifolds. Then every max- 
imal ideal o f finite codimension i C~(X) takes the form mx= { f ~ C~(X):  f(x) = O} 
for a unique point x e X. Max[C~(X)] is a realisation of  the Stone-(~ech compacti- 
fication fiX and every ~eAlg(C~(Y) ,C~(X) )  takes the form q / ( f )=f .  ~ for a 
uniquely determined smooth map (p : X--, Y. [] 
Note that in general every primitive ideal of a Gelfand ring is actually maximal 
(under the conditions of Proposition 2.5 we note that any primitive ideal is prime 
and equal to the intersection of all prime ideals that contain it). Hence the maximal 
spectrum Max R is just Jacobson's tructure space (of irreducible representations of 
R). Non-commutative Gelfand rings are uncommon but well-behaved under locali- 
sation since certain symmetries are automatic (indeed all maximal ideals m are two- 
sided and satisfy abc ~ m = bac ~ m). 
Definition 2.8. Suppose R is any ring and m ~ Max R. Define 
Ore= {a~R: Yb~m such that aRb=O}. 
Remark 2.9. For graded-commutative rings R each m is homogeneous with comple- 
ment in R 0. Then Om = {a ~ R: .Tb0 ~ m such that abo = 0} where b0 ~ R0. It is evi- 
dent that O m is a homogeneous 2-sided ideal contained in m (and in any prime ideal 
contained in m). Then O m must become zero in any localisation of R at m. 
Example 2.10. By Example 2.6(d) and Proposition 2.7 notice that Omx-- { fe  C~(X): 
f vanishes in some neighbourhood of x} and the quotient space C~(X)/Om, at 
x ~ X is isomorphic to the set of germs of smooth functions at x. Since these form 
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the stalk at x for the sheaf C~, of smooth functions on X this is a special case of 
the following construction: 
Theorem 2.11. Let R be a graded-commutative Gelfand ring. There exists a sheaf 
t~ of  graded-commutative rings on Max R for which 
(i) R =/-'(Max R, 1~) as graded-commutative rings; 
(ii) The stalk of  1~ at m e Max R is the local ring R/Om; 
(iii) m :# m' in Max R = 3s ~/-'(Max R, 1~) with s m = 1, sr~' = 0; 
(iv) R ~ 1~ provides a right adjoint to the global sections functor. 
Proof. Since the construction is detailed in [12] we have only to check that it is con- 
sistent with our Z2-grading. However, both m and O m are always homogeneous 
ideals of R so/~ becomes a Z2-graded-commutative locally ringed space. Further- 
more, (i) is a graded ring map being derived from the 'stalk' maps R~R/O m. [] 
Remark 2.12. Johnstone [8] shows that the construction for commutative rings is 
the restriction of Grothendieck's representation to Max R. Condition (iii) and the 
Hausdorff compactness of Max R define it as a compact representation i  the sense 
of [13]. From there we have the following result: 
Corollary 2.13. Every compact representation (X, 4 )  of R is the direct image of  R 
along some continuous map Max R ~ X for X Hausdorff. Moreover, the representa- 
tion extends to a representation on R-modules (for Gelfand R) which gives an equi- 
valence of  categories M~371from R-mod to/~-Mod. [] 
Remark 2.14. Corollary 2.13 and Remark 2.12 justify calling any sheaf of the form 
/~ an affine scheme with respect o Mulvey's representation. In particular, all/~- 
modules are quasi-coherent (See [3, 12]). 
When X is a smooth manifold, the sheaf C~, represents the Gelfand ring C°°(X) 
in the sense of the first paragraph of this section. But Example 2.10 shows further 
that C ;  = j*  [C"~) ]  where j denotes the inclusion X~Max[Coo(X)] (from Propo- 
sition 2.7). For X compact, j is a homeomorphism and C~, = C"~)  and a restric- 
tion of Corollary 2.1 3 gives Swan's theorem: "There is an equivalence of categories 
from the finitely-generated projective C~(X)-modules to the locally free (finite 
rank) C,~,-modules which canonically are the vector bundles on X of finite rank.". 
Mulvey [1 1, 1 3] generalises this result to the so-called completely regular epresenta- 
tions (X, #') (which are compact exactly when X is compact) which, in particular, 
extends Swan's theorem to the non-compact case. 
Theorem 2.15. I f  (X, 4 )  is a fine sheaf of  graded-commutative rings over a com- 
pletely regular space X, then there is an equivalence of categories from the finitely 
generated projective F(X, ~ff~)-modules to the locally free and finite rank ~q~-modules. 
[] 
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Corollary 2.16. Under these conditions the global sections functor F: (X, ~;)~ 
F(X,~;) is exact and has a right adjoint that extends to a full embedding 
F(X, ~r)-mod--. ~-Mod which is an equivalence of categories iff  X is compact. 
D 
3. Application to graded manifolds 
Definition 3.1. A graded manifold is a pair (X, d )  consisting of a (paracompact, 
real, C °0) manifold X and a sheaf d of Z2-graded-commutative R-algebras over X 
together with 
(i) a map e :d~ C~, of sheaves of algebras, 
(ii) an open cover { U a } and isomorphisms of sheaves of graded algebras 
: (C;  ® AR ) luo-  d luo. 
A morphism ~ : (X,v¢)--,(Y, ~)  of graded manifolds is a Z2-graded algebra map 
~* : F(Y, ~)~I ' (X ,d ) .  
Proposition 3.2. e is actually a surjective map of sheaves of  graded algebras which 
locally may be identified with the natural projections 
® A I,.,o c.,7 I,_,o. 
Proof. That e is a map of (sheaves of) graded algebras follows from the fact that 
algebra maps preserve nilpotency whilst C~. has no nilpotents giving e (d l )= O. 
Surjectivity will follow from the local identification with projections. We need to 
show that the following diagram commutes for each a: 
(c 7 - ,d lu  ° 
®xe0 ~ ra / M]v , ,  id 
c luo 
where e0 :AIR s--' R is the natural exterior augmentation. If b e(C~®AR ~) Ivy(U) 
for some U open in U a, let f=  (id® eo)(b). Thus b =f® 1 + b' for nilpotent b' and 
since ra and e =elvo are algebra maps, ea" ra(b)=ea" ra ( f® 1). 
So the prescription f,--, ea" ra ( f® 1) is an automorphism of C~ as a sheaf of ~- 
algebras. Then it is the identity automorphism by Proposition 2.7 and the fact that 
it must respect all restriction maps. Hence (id ® eo)(b)= eo~- r~(b) as required. [3 
Proposition 3.3. The sheaf of any graded manifold is both fine and soft. 
Proof. Fineness and softness are actually equivalent for a sheaf of rings with 1 
over a paracompact base. Moreover, they are local properties (see [7, Theorem 
3.7.2]) and C~, is known to be soft (from the Tietze extension theorem). Finally, 
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(Cff®Aff~s)luo=Cff v~®A~ s so the sheaf on the left-hand side is also soft. [] 
Corollary 3.4. A ~ (X, d )  & a completely regular representation (cf. Theorem 2.15 
and [13]). [] 
Theorem 3.5. Let (X, d )  be a graded manifold and A = F(X, ~¢). Then A is Gelfand 
and d - -  A Ix as sheaves of graded-commutative K-algebras. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.2 it is evident that kere=N(A)=A20Al  and since e 
induces C~(X)=A/N(A)  we must have N(A)=RadA so we may apply Proposi- 
tion 2.5. 
But .4 =C~(X)  is Gelfand by Proposition 2.7; in particular every maximal of 
finite codimension i  A is of the form 
mx= {a~A: e(a)(x)=O} for a unique x~X.  
Moreover, Max A =Max[C°°(X)]=flX and A is Gelfand. We need to check that 
the isomorphism exists at the stalk level. For each x e X the stalk map ~'x: A -o ~¢x 
is surjective (by softness) and we only need to prove that ker g/x = Omx- For a e Om '
we can find b0 such that abo= 0 and e(bo)(X):gO. Then D(bo) is an open neighbour- 
hood of x on which a vanishes o that ~Ux(a) = 0. Conversely, if U is an open neigh- 
bourhood of x on which a vanishes, then there is b eAo such that bx = 1 and b 
vanishes on the complement of U. Then b ~ mx and ab--0, so a ~ Ore,. [] 
Corollary 3.6. (i) The global sections function F: (X, d )  --, A is exact and has a right 
adjoint Z that extends to a full embedding Z: A-mod ~ ~¢-Mod which is an equiva- 
lence of categories precisely when X is compact. 
(ii) Z restricts to an equivalence of  categories from the finitely generated projec- 
tive A-modules to the locally free (finite rank) ~t-modules. [] 
Definition 3.7. If (X, ~¢) is a graded manifold, an d-bundle is a locally free (finite 
rank) d-module.  Each such is associated by augmentation with an ordinary vector 
bundle over X. 
Proposition 3.8. For every morphism ~ : (X, ~g ) ~ ( Y, ~ ) of  graded manifolds there 
is a unique smooth map #b :X-~ Y and a morphism • : ~ ~ dp.~t of sheaves of  
graded algebras on Y for which ~r= ~P*:B~A. Hence the category of  graded 
manifolds is a full subcategory of  the category of graded-commutative locally ringed 
spaces. 
Proof. Functorality in Theorem 2.11 associates to ~*" B--*A a map q~ :A ~ 0 .B  
over some continuous ¢~" Max A ---, Max B. From the description of maximal ideals 
¢~ must preserve codimension so we may restrict o a map 0 = ~[x" X~ Y. But the 
map ~*" C°*(Y)~C°°(X) induced from ~P* (by factoring out nilpotents) is indeed 
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the dual of 0 (Proposition 2.7) showing that 4~ is smooth. Finally we may restrict 
to a map ¢'" ,~' ~ ¢~,~¢ which on global sections agrees with ~* as required. 
Corollary 3.9. Considering (X, d )  as a graded-commutative locally ringed space 
has the universal property for the Stone-Cech compactification. 
Proof. Let (Y, ~)  be a graded-commutative locally ringed space with Y compact 
(B assumed Gelfand). Suppose ~b-~ ~¢~,m¢ is any morphism of such spaces 
over a smooth map ¢~ "X---, Y. Then the required extension is cI,.B~dp,A where 
~:f lX~ Y is the extension of ¢~ guaranteed by the usual Stone-t~ech property of 
/~X-- Max A. Now/~= ~.  [] 
4. Graded submanifolds 
Leites [10] has defined graded submanifolds. The principal result is the following: 
Theorem 4.1. Let (X,o¢) and (Y, ~)  be graded manifolds. 
(i) Every surjective algebra map ~,: C°~(Y)~C°~(X) is a composition with a 
map ~p :X~ Y defining a diffeomorphism of  X onto a closed subset of  Y. 
(ii) Every surjective graded algebra map O* :B~A gives rise to a map 
( qb, ~ ) : (X, v¢ ) --, ( Y, ~ ) o f graded commutative locally ringed spaces where qb : X-~ Y 
is o f  the form (i) and each point of  X has a neighbourhood for which ~ restricts 
to a projection qb * ® P " C~A ~ p ~ C~ ® A ~ q where P is some projection P : A ~ p = 
A~q Q A~P-q-~ A~ q. 
Proof. (i) By Proposition 2.7 ~, is 0" for some smooth ¢):X--, Y which in this case 
is injective. The problem is to show that ¢ : X~ ¢~(X) sends closed sets to closed sets. 
A basic closed set in X takes the form V(g)= {x ~ X:g(x)= 0} and one can easily 
check that 0(V(g))= V(f)  in Y where fe  C°~(Y) satisfies g = ~,(f), so we are done. 
(ii) Use Proposition 3.8 for the existence of the morphism of ringed spaces. We 
know that ¢)* : C~(Y)--, C°~(X) is described by factoring ~* through by nilpotents. 
Hence ~* is surjective and ¢~ is described by (i). Viewing ~ locally we may regard 
it as a morphism of trivial exterior bundles and the last clause is shown by proving 
that each surjective algebra maps a :AV~AW is of the form given, for suitable 
bases in V and W. Choose an arbitrary basis {Wl, ..., Wq} for W and select 
{ol,...,Oq} in V for which a(oi)=wi. Then a restricts to an isomorphism of 
algebras A(ol, ..., Oq)-%AW---A~ q. So extending {ol, . . . ,  Oq} to a basis for Vcom- 
pletes the proof. [] 
Corollary 4.2. I f  V is a subset of  some smooth manifold X, V is closed if  and only 
i f  the restriction map C°*(X)~C°°(V) is surjective. 
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Proof. The restriction map is the dual of the natural inclusion Vc. ,X so we may 
apply Theorem 4. l(i). Conversely use softness of C~.. [] 
5. The sheaf of differential operators and the tangent sheaf 
Definition 5.1. Let A be any graded-commutative R-algebra nd define a subalgebra 
Di f fA of EndA inductively as follows: 
Diff0A is left multiplication by elements of A and once we have defined 
Diffk_~ A set 
Diff k A = {~ e EndR A : [~, a] ~ Diffk_ 1A for each a e Diff 0 A }. 
Here [, ] denotes the (graded) bracket in End A. Finally Di f fA = Uk___0 DiffkA- 
Lemma 5.2. Let K be any graded module over some graded-commutative G lfand 
ring A and let m be a maximal ideal o f  A.  We have Or," K = {k ~ K: Ann(k • A) ~ m}. 
In particular 0 m itself is virginal in the sense that fo r  all a ~ 0 m there exists x ~ 0 m 
with a = xa. 
Proof. See [2]. [] 
The first step in identifying the structure of (D i f fA) -  (see Corollary 2.13) is the 
following result: 
Lemma 5.3. I f  A is a graded-commutative G lfand R-algebra and m ~ Max A,  
then there is a map L :D i f f  A~Di f f (A /Om)  o f  graded R-algebras with kernel 
O m • Diff A. 
Proof. We consider a map L ,  : Diffk A ~ D i f fk (A /O m) defined by the following: if 
~ Diff k A and a e A, set L ,  (a)(a + Ore) = a(a) + Or,. This is well-defined provided 
that O(Om)C O m for each a e D i f fA ,  a fact we verify by an inductive argument. The 
hypothesis is that if ~ e Diff ,  A, a e O m such that b is an element b ~ rn and ab = O, 
then a(a)b*+l= 0, a statement that is immediate for k=0.  If  true for Diffk_ i A 
[a, b], we see that ([a, b](a))b k = a(ba)b* - bO(a)b* = - O(a)b *+ l = 0 as claimed since 
b~A o. 
L k is certainly R-linear (thus Lk(tg) ~ Endk(A/Om)) and a ring map with image in 
Dif fk(A/Om) by an easy inductive argument (for L k_ l([a, a]) = [Lka, a+ Ore]). So Lk 
induces a map of graded R-algebras L :D i f fA - ' *D i f f (A /Om)  and we need only 
check that ker L C O m • Di f fA  (for the reverse inclusion is immediate). 
a ~ ker L ¢, tg(A)C Om and we use Lemma 5.2. For each a cA  let a denote an ele- 
ment of A \ rn  for which a(a)a=0.  Then set q= I-Ion,4 a~A\m (a multiplicative 
set). Since q~Ao we see that #(a)Aq=O for all a~A,  so q~Ann(a .  A) as required. 
[] 
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Proposition 5.4. Let (X, d )  be a graded manifold with A =F(X, d ) .  Then U~ 
Diff d (U)  defines a sheaf o f filtered R-algebras (and at-modules) over X isomor- 
phic to the restriction of  (DiffA)- to X. 
Proof. We need to check that (D i f fA ) - (U)=Di f fd (U)  for each open U in X, 
as both d(U)-modules and B-algebras. This will follow provided that we have 
(D i f fA )x=Di f fd  x on stalks for all xeX.  
This is a consequence of Lemma 5.3 and the fact that L is actually surjective and 
a map of A-modules (with A-module structure on Diff(A/O m) via the natural pro- 
jection A ~A/Om). That L is surjective is clear when d is globally trivial (then 
Diff A is a free A-module). In general we may globalise a derivation defined on a 
trivialising neighbourhood using left multiplication. Finally the isomorphisms give 
U- - ,D i f fd(U)  the structure of a sheaf. [] 
Definition 5.5. We will call the above-mentioned sheaf the sheaf of differential 
operators on d .  
Proposition 5.6. Let (X ,d )  be a graded manifold with A =F(X,d) .  Then U-~ 
Der d (U)  defines a sheaf of  d-modules isomorphic to the restriction of  (Der A)- 
to X. 
Proof. The argument in Lemma 5.3 shows that 
DerA/Omx" DerA=Der(A [o,,,) as A-modules 
and this is just the localisation procedure for (DerA)-. Then Der ~¢(U) can be 
identified with (DerA)-(U) for each open UCX. Finally, U~Der  ~¢(U) becomes 
a sheaf by this identification. [] 
Definition 5.7. The sheaf constructed in Proposition 5.6 will be called the tangent 
sheaf to d .  
6. Products of graded manifolds 
We present an approach to taking products in the category of graded manifolds 
used by the authors of [15] and compare it with that of Kostant [9]. Techniques in- 
volving the relationship between sheaf localisations and the structure of dual co- 
algebras will be discussed in a subsequent paper. 
Definition 6.1. If A is any graded-commutative IP-algebra with multiplication 
m :A ®A --,A, let A ° be the largest subset of A* (the full linear dual of A) for which 
m*(A°)CA*®A * and call it the dual coalgebra of A. Of course for finite dimen- 
sional algebras this is the full dual A*. The name can be justified by the standard 
result (see e.g. [17]). 
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Proposition 6.2. A ° is a (graded-commutative) coalgebra over ~ with comultiplica- 
tion m* : A ° --, A o ® A o and we have A o = { w e A * : ker w D I for  some ideal I o f  
finite codimension i  A }. Then A ~ A ° is a contravariant functor respecting tensor 
products. 
Example 6.3. If X is a smooth manifold, C~(X)  ° is the set of distributions on X 
of finite support. 
If (X,v¢) is a graded manifold introduce the notation: ~peA ° is the (algebra) 
map ~p(a)= e(a)(p), p ~ X. As described in detail in [9], A ° is a right Diff A-module 
and in particular A ° = (~ tip- D i f fA  ('infinitesimal transitivity'). 
Proposition 6.4. For each open set U open in X there is a unique locally convex 
topology on ~(U)  characterised by its equicontinuous sets, the family o f  all 
M(a, K) = { ~p- a: p e K } over compact subsets K in U and a e Diff d(U) .  at(U) in 
fact is a Frdchet algebra and elements of  Diff d (U)  act as continuous operators. 
Proof. See [9, Proposition 2.9.2]. Since A ° separates points of A we have a dual 
pairing between A ° and A and each M(O, K) is a weakly bounded set in A °. Standard 
topological vector space theory shows that the unique topology is given by semi- 
norms on A(U): lala, r= supt~M~a,K ) l(t, a)l. By paracompactness of X it suffices to 
take a countable collection of compact sets so we have metrisability. [] 
If B is any algebra for which B ° is infinitesimally transitive call the coalgebraic 
completion of B the set 
/~ = { w e B o (U). :  p ~ (~p- 0, w) is continuous on U for every O e Diff B}. 
Corollary 6.5./~ is an algebra, ~(U)= d(U)  and if P(U) is the set of  polynomial 
functions on an open set U in X= ~n, we have 15(U) = C~(U).  
Proof. B infinitesimally transitive implies that~B isan algebra. Since the pointed part 
of P(U) ° = C~(U)  ° it is clear that/~(U) = C~(U). But Grothendieck's completeness 
theorem and Theorem 6.4 show that for ~¢(U) or C~(U)  coalgebraic ompletion 
is topological completion for the above topology, giving ~(U)= d(U)  and C~ ( - "~)= 
C~(U)= P( U). [] 
We next construct product graded manifolds in a way which illuminates the use 
of Grothendieck's n-topology in [15]. 
Theorem 6.6. I f  (X,~l)  and (Y, 33) are graded manifolds, (A~nB)°=A°®B ° 
and A @B is a Gelfand algebra. Then the following three sheaves all describe 
(Kostant's) product graded manifold: 
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(i) (A @ B)" restricted to X× Y; 
(ii) The sheaf described by U× V~d(U)@ ~(V) for U, V open subsets of X 
and Y; 
(iii) The sheaf described by Ux V~M(U)Q, ~(V). 
Proof. Since (A ®B) ° =A ° ®B °, Theorem 6.6 shows that A @B is completion 
in the biequicontinuous topology on the tensor product, A (~EB. Since C°°(X) 
and C°°(Y) are nuclear spaces, we have Coo(X)@,Coo(Y)--Coo(X)@~Coo(Y)= 
Coo(X× Y) by a well-known result. Recall (from Proposition 2.5) the bar operator 
for graded-commutative algebras ending A ---,.4 =A/A 2 @24 1 . 
Coalgebraic ompletion respects the bar operator and all sheaf restriction maps 
(by infinitesimal transitivity). In particular 
(A @ B)-=(.4 ® B)-=COO(X)@C~(Y)=COO(Xx Y) 
so (by a similar argument to that used in Theorem 3.5) A @B is Gelfand from Pro- 
position 2.5. The natural map A @~ B--,A @~ B =A @B has the same local form as 
the composition 
(Coo (S) (~ Z~,P) Q (foo( Y) (~ z~q)=(foo(S) ~ foo ( Y)) (~ (A~P (~ Z~ q) 
=Coo(X× Y)QA~ p+q 
the first step using the fact that (AIRP) ° = (A~P) *. Hence A @, B=A @B so (i), (ii) 
and (iii) can be identified (using the same argument on ~¢(U)~)~(V)) .  Finally, 
(A~B)°=A°®B ° shows that A°®B °=(A~).B) ° as required. [] 
Corollary 6.7. I f  (X, a~) is a graded manifold, then each ~(U)  is a nuclear space 
(i.e. d(U)@~ ~(V)~I (U)Q,  ~(V)). [] 
7. Graded Lie groups, actions and homogeneous spaces 
We reformulate Kostant's notion of a graded Lie group using the product con- 
struction defined in Section 6. 
Definition 7.1. Let (G, d )  be a graded manifold and A = F(G, d )  be the algebra of 
global sections with structure maps j "  IR c--,A, m :A xA--,A. Say (G ,~)  is a graded 
Lie group provided there exist algebra maps e" A --, ~ (i.e. evaluation at some ele- 
ment OeG), S :A~A and C:A~A(~A which satisfy 
(i) (1 ~C).  C=(C@ 1). C, 
(ii) (1 ~)e). C=(e~ 1)-C= 1, 
(iii) ff~. (l ~S).  C=fft. (S~ l). C=j. e. 
Then G is an ordinary Lie group with identity element 0 and (G, ~' )  is always a 
Kostant graded Lie group and vice-versa (in particular the dual maps to e, S and 
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C give a Hopf algebra structure to A°). 'Smoothness' does not enter our formula- 
tion because of Proposition 3.8. 
Theorem 7.2. Every graded Lie group (G, ag) is canonically the sheaf of sections of 
some trivial exterior vector bundle over G of the form G × AO~ ~ G where 01 is the 
odd part of the graded Lie algebra Dera0(A, ~) "associated" to (G, ~¢). 
Proof. We rely on Kostant's classification of pointed graded-commutative real 
Hopf algebras [9, 17] to show that A ° = ~(G) XX~ U(f) where the smash product 
XX is taken with respect to the adjoint representation rr : G--' Aut U(g). Then, as co- 
algebras, A ° -=- ~(G) ® U(g) and the algebra structure isa generalisation f the semi- 
direct product. 
The universal property of the enveloping algebra gives U(g)= U(g0)® Agl where 
g=00Ogl=Der~0(A,~) is a graded Lie algebra and 50:A---,[R is the map 
a-~e(a)(O). Moreover, 0o = Lie G and Coo(G) °-- ~.(G)® U(go) as coalgebras. Then 
A ° -- Coo(G) °®Agl as coalgebras and the only coalgebraicly complete algebra with 
this dual coalgebra is A=COO(G)(x~Ag~. Finally, for U open in G, A(U)= 
C°°(U) ®Af~ is the set of sections over U of the trivial bundle G × A0] ~---, G as re- 
quired. [] 
oo , Remark 7.3. Let us describe the graded Lie group structure of A = C (G, AoI ). If 
e0"Ag~'~ is the exterior augmentation, then e 'COO(G)®Ag~ is given by 
e(F®2)=F(O)(eo(2)). The algebra map S'COO(G)®Ag~COO(G)®Ag'{ is in- 
duced from So" G × Ag~--* G ×Ag~' where S0(g,2) = (g- i, (_ 1)lalAd g-1. A). Finally, 
the algebra map C" Coo(G) ®Ao~ ~ Coo(G) ®Ag~® Coo(G) ®Ag~ is induced from 
Co" G x A0[' x G x Ag~'--* G xAg~ given by Co(g, A; h, p) = (gh, 2- p) where 2-/z • Afl~ 
is the map sending XeAo l  to ;t(X)p(Ad g-X). 
Let (X, ~)  be a graded manifold and (G, ~¢) a graded Lie group (with structure 
maps e, S and C as in Definition 7.1). 
Definition 7.4. (G, ~¢) is said to act on (X, ~)  provided there exists an algebra map 
T:B- - *B~d such that 
(i) (T~ 1)- T=(1 ~)C). T, 
(ii) (1 ~) e). T= 1. 
In this case (G,~¢) acts smoothly on (X, ~)  in Kostant's ense and induces a 
smooth Lie group action of G on X. 
Example 7.5. The structure map T= C:A ~A ~A gives an action of (G,d)  on 
itself, 
Definition 7.6. A graded Lie subgroup of(G, v¢) is a graded Lie group (H, ~)  which 
is also a (closed) graded submanifold of (G, v¢). 
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Proposition 7.7. There & a 1-1 correspondence b tween graded Lie subgroups of 
(G, d )  and pairs (D, H) consisting of a graded Lie subalgebra t)of  the graded Lie 
algebra g associated to (G, d )  and a (closed) Lie subgroup H of  G satisfying 
1o = Lie H. 
Proof. See [9]. [] 
Let (H, o~) be a graded Lie subgroup of (G, ~')  with associated graded Lie algebra 
b C g. We have a projection 
EH:A--,B (Theorem 4.1) 
defining (H, ~)  as a (closed) graded submanifold of (G, d ) .  Then there is a natural 
action of (H ,~)  on (G,,~¢) with structure map TH:A--*AQB where TH= 
(1 ~EH)" C. Let il :A-- 'A ~)B denote the map extending il(a) =a® 1 and set 
A/B= {a~A: TH(a)=ii(a) }. 
Theorem 7.8. A/B  is a Gelfand algebra and (A/B)- restricts to a sheaf of  graded- 
commutative algebras over G/H which is a graded manifold structure. 
Proof. The augmentation map e:A ~ Coo(G) restricts to a surjective algebra map 
eA/e:A/B~{feCoo(G): f (gh)=f(g)  VheH, geG} the image of which can be 
identified with COO(G/H). 
Moreover kereA/e=A/BNkere,  so N(A/B)=RadA/B  and A/B  is Gelfand 
using Proposition 2.5. The construction is now possible since Max A/B= 
Max COO(G/H) using Theorem 2.11. We have augmentation eA/8 and local trivia- 
lity follows from the next lemma since the conditions needed are satisfied in some 
neighbourhood of each point of G. [] 
Lemma 7.9. There is an isomorphism A/B  = C°°(G/H)®Ap~ whenever the follow- 
ing two conditions are satisfied by the pair (G, H): 
(i) there exists a smooth section y : G/H-~ G of  the natural map, 
(ii) la is a graded vector space complement of  t) in fl for which t ~ Ira(y)= fl-- 
Ad t(b) ~ 1o. 
Proof. T= Im(y) is a submanifold of G with the property that group multiplication 
provides a diffeomorphism TxH --~ G. The definition before Theorem 7.8 can be 
written explicitly using Theorem 7.2 and the subsequent remark: 
A/B= {f~)2 ~Coo(G)@Afl~{ • f(g)~.(X)=f(gh)2(XAAd g. Y) 
for all geG,  he l l ,  XeAg l ,  YeADI}. 
(ii) = for each t e T there is an algebra isomorphism (given by exterior multiplica- 
tion) A(I%)®AIo1-~Agl, so denote the corresponding projection Agl ~Alal by/7. 
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We can define the isomorphism directly by restriction of 
M: C°~(G)(~ Ag'~ ~ C~(G/H)(~ Ag~ 
such that if f®2 ~C~(G)®Ag~ and te  T, then [M(f®)O](tH) sends ZEAPl to 
f(g)2(Ad t- Z) where g = y(tH). 
Then M is the algebra map y*®Ad~'-Restriction i an obvious notation. 
Consider the following section N of M; N:C~(G/H)®Ap~C~(G)@Ag~ 
where for f'eC°~(G/H), lt'eAp~ and g~G, [N(f'@/u')](g) sends XeAgl to 
f'(tH)lt'(1-l(Ad t- i. X)) where g = t. h for t e T. 
Then N is the algebra map N= Pr*®/7~'. (Ad~- 1),. The proof is completed by 
the following steps: 
(1) M-N is the identity on C=(G/H)@A~. In the above notation 
[M. N(f'®/u')](tH) sends ZeAl1 to f'(tH)/u'(H(Ad t-l(Ad t. Z))) giving 
M. N(f'  @B') =f '  @/.t'. 
(2) Im(N)CA/B. For ge G, h'~H, XeAgl, YeAth we compute (letting g = t- h) 
N(f')(gh'). N(/~')(XAAd g. Y)=f'(tH)lt'(H(Ad t-1(X AAd g- Y))) 
=f'(tH)lu'(II(Ad t- 1. X). /-/(Ad t-1.  Ad g. Y)) 
=f'(tH)/u'(H(Ad t - 1. X)) = [N(f' ®/~')](g)(X) 
as required for N(f' ®in') eA/B. 
(3) If M'  is the restriction of M to A/B we have N. M' is the identity on A/B. 
For g=t .h~G and f®2~A/B  we have [N.M'(f®2)](g) sends XeAgl to 
M'(f)(tH). M'(2)(H(Ad t -1- X)) =f(t)2(Ad t - / / (Ad  t - l -  X)). Now write X= 
(Ad t)YAZ for YeAth and ZeApl. We find 
2 (Ad t. H(Ad t - 1. X)) = ;t (Ad t- H( YA Ad t - 1. Z)) = 2 (Z) 
SO 
[N. M'(f  ® ~.)](g)(X) = f(th))t((Ad t) Y/x Z) 
with the last equality coming from the condition defining A/B. Hence 
[N. M' ( f  ® )O](g)(X)= f(g))t(X) 
as required. [] 
Definition 7.10. A graded manifold of the type constructed in Theorem 7.9 is called 
a quotient graded manifold. 
Remark 7.11 (cf. Example 7.5). C restricts to give an action of (G, d )  on the quo- 
tient graded manifold over G/H. 
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We now describe graded homogeneous spaces. Suppose the algebra map T: B 
B~A defines a graded Lie group action of (G,v¢) on (X, ,~). Recall the notation 
6x: B~ [R for xeX where ~x(b) =em(b)(x). 
Definition 7.12. T is said to give a transitive action whenever the composition 
(6x~ 1)- T: B-~A is injective at all points x~X.  
Remark 7.13. It is in fact transitive as soon as just one of these maps (some xeX)  
is injective. In this case the smooth action of G on X is transitive in the usual sense. 
Describe (X, ~)  as a homogeneous space for (G, d )  if such a transitive action exists. 
Proposition 7.14. Every (G,~)-homogeneous space & &omorphic to a quotient 
space of  (G, d ) .  
Proof. Set 
and 
H= {g6G: T(B)Cker(cB@Og)} 
b = {0 ~ g = Der~o(A, ~): (1 ~)0)- T(B)C ker ee}. 
Then H is a closed subgroup of G and Lie(H)= b0. Let (H, v¢') be the graded Lie 
subgroup of (G, d )  defined by Proposition 7.7. Suppose that i x = (CSxQ 1). T: B~A 
is an injection for some xeX (given by transitivity). Then in fact ix(B)=A/A ' (in 
particular the image is independent of x). The result follows by checking that H is 
the stabiliser of any point in X under the ordinary G-action using Theorem 3.5 and 
Theorem 7.9. E3 
8. The structure of ,~¢-bundles 
In this section we present a construction of smooth vector bundles that does 
not depend on explicit construction of the fibres. Then we extend to a study of 
d-bundles howing that they can be also associated with a locally trivial submersion 
(this result was first described in [15]). 
Recall from Section 6 the notion of coalgebraic ompletion of JR-algebras and its 
compatibility with sheaf restriction maps (explored in more detail in a subsequent 
paper). 
Theorem 8.1. Let X be a smooth manifold and 9Jl a locally free C~,-module of 
rank p. There is a locally trivial smooth vector bundle rt : V (M)~X for which 
is the sheaf of  sections. 
Proof. Write ~02" for the C~.-dual module to if)2 and consider 
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g.  
(the latter being the sheaf of completed symmetric algebras for ffJ~*, considered here 
as R-algebras). 
For U open in X such that ff~*lu has C~-generators (ml, m2, . . . ,mp)  we have 
ScSm* l R<m,, ..., mp>=Cu (~,~ C~. = Cu x ~ (*) 
Define V(M)= AlgR(Sc;{x)(M*), R) using the weak-*topology. For U open in X, 
Alg~(Sc~(u)(ff)2*(U)), ~) is a basic open set in V(M) and the map n: V(M)~ 
AIg(C°~(X), R) = X is clearly continuous. But the sheaf V(YIYl(U)) ~ Sc~(u)(~92*(U)) 
then gives V(M) a smooth manifold structure and (,) shows that n = ~*: V(M)~ X 
is a locally trivial vector bundle over X. 
A section of n: V(U)~ U is given by a C°°(U)-algebra map a(U):Sc~(u)(9)2*(U))~ 
C°~(U) and all such are extensions of a(U)o=a(U)I~,(u):gYt*(U)~C°~(U). 
Hence the space of sections of n over U may be identified with (9~*(U))*= 93~(U) 
as required. [] 
Theorem 8.2. I f(X, o¢) is a graded manifold and 99~ a locally free o¢-module ofrank 
(p, q), then there is a submersion of  graded manifolds ~: (V(M), S) --* (X, d )  that 
is locally trivial with fibre a standard graded manifold (R p, A R q) such that 992o can 
be identified with the sheaf of  graded local sections. 
Proof. With notation as before consider 
g :d - ,  S~, (~*)  -, S )  (~*)  
where the symmetric algebras are taken in the graded sense and ~92" is the dual 
d -module  to 992. 
Let 992ord =(992/~- 93~)0 where ,A" is the sheaf of nilpotent elements in ~1. Then 
~92ord is clearly an (ungraded) C~.-bundle and we can apply Theorem 8.1 to find the 
corresponding vector bundle l/(Mord)--*X. NOW 
V(mord) -- Alg~(Sc~(x)(Mord), R  = AIg~(SA(x))(M), R)= V(M) 
since algebra maps factor through by nilpotence. So as before regard S,~,(~02") as a 
sheaf of R-algebras on V(M). But locally we can find a neighbourhood U and 
d-generators of ~* :  (ml, ..., rap) e ~ ' ,  (nl, n2, ..., %) e ~ and 
S~¢l u(9211* l u)-~ (d  l u® R(ml, ... , mp) ® A (nl, . . .  , nq ) ) ^  
=,.,41 u ~ R(ml, ..., mp ) ® A(nl,  ..., nq ) 
=~Iu~C~p®AR q. 
So Q*: V(M)--*X and ~) provide a morphism of graded manifolds (a submersion by 
[9, Prop. 2.16.1]) ~:  ( V(M), S)--* (X, d )  which locally takes the form 
[ u® ® ARq-, oe I u. 
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Finally we identify sections of 992 as before with the double dual of 9920 (where the 
requirement of grading ensures that we can only recover the even part of the o¢_ 
module). [] 
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